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Upcoming Events, Meetings, Deadlines, Announcements

Meetings
Nov 13 7:30 General Meeting
Nov 28 7:15 Council Meeting
Dec 11 7:30 General Meeting

2007
Jan 8 7:30 Annual General Meeting / General Meeting

Observing schedule
September 22 & 23 October 20 & 21
November 17 & 18 December 15 & 16

President's Report by Orla Aaquist

This year, Warren Finlay was awarded the Simon Newcomb 
Award  for  his  astronomical  literary  accomplishment,  Concise  
Catalog of Deep-Sky Objects  [ISBN 1852336919]. Returning 
from the 2006 General Assembly in Ottawa, Bruce brought home 
the Simon Newcomb Trophy, and I was supposed to present it to 
Warren at  our  June meeting; however,  Bruce reported  that  the 
trophy was in bad shape and suggested that we repair it before we 
presented  it  to  Warren.  So,  at  a  clandestine  meeting  I  took 
possession of the coveted award and smuggled it to the House of 
Trophies. Here it sat all summer and most of the fall while the 
underground trophy repair syndicate debated how best to repair 
the coveted icon. Finally, I had to send our special RASC rescue 
force to recover the brass idol. Hours before the October meeting, 
it  was  handed  to  me  by  special  agent  Shannon.  Those  in 
attendance  at  the  October  meeting  witnessed  Warren  taking 
possession  of  this  brass  deity.  For  those  who  were  not  in 
attendance,  simply  examine  the  cover  photo.  Congratulations 
Warren. We are all anxiously awaiting a sequel.

The  nominating  committee  (David  Cleary)  has  been  busy 
recruiting candidates for the new council for the 2007 – 2008 term. 
If you want to get involved with the running of the Centre, there 
are still positions open. As I sit here with my fingers hovering over 

the keyboard, I wish there was something I could type that would 
inspire someone to pick up the phone, call David (472-1491) and 
tell him that they would like to be on council or serve in some 
other capacity.  Four years on council has made me realize that 
running our Centre is a rewarding experience but that we need new 
people, new ideas, new energy, and new direction. It is not that 
previous councils have done anything bad. I think that for the past 
four  years  we  have  accomplished  a  great  deal,  but  great 
accomplishments  does not  necessarily make for  a  great  club.  I 
have  noticed  declining  attendance  at  meetings  and  declining 
membership.  I  have  heard  grumbling  about  long  meeting  and 
meetings with too much business and too little astronomy. I hear 
of new members that join but do not find anything worth their 
while  at  meetings and other  Centre activities.  We are involved 
with  many  activities  causing  active  members  to  experience 
burnout,  and new members  do  not  feel  that  they have  enough 
experience to replace the old guard. We need new direction, and 
now is a good time. We have regained our charitable status, we 
have rejuvenated our bylaws, our books are in order and we are on 
solid ground financially, and we are the very proud ‘owners’ of a 
new and very large dark sky preserve. It is an excellent time for 
change, but someone has to step forward, speak up and get things 
moving in a different direction. 

Observers Report by Larry Wood

On Saturday October 21/22 Denis Boucher, Warren Finley, 
and I had a good night out at Blackfoot doing some observing. 
When we arrive at the site clouds still  obscured the sky but by 
about 9:30 they cleared. The sky were a little less than pristine 
with  some light  haze and the  almost  ever-present,  but  not  too 
bright Aurora.

We had a look at Comet Swan with its 10 arc-minute round 
coma with a one degree long tail – would likely have been longer 
but was in a fairly bright star field. Pretty impressive! We also 
looked at Comet Faye (4P) which was quite small but fairly bright 
with a hint of a tail. Then we spent a fair bit of time looking at the 
Egg nebula in Cygnus and its very faint secondary nebulous shell. 
There was a very faint (mag 15.4) star 19” to the left of the upper 
lobe with the very faint secondary lobe hugging the main lobe but 
a  bit  to  the right  of  the 15.4 star.  Better  sky conditions and a 
medium to large scope would show more detail in this outstanding 
object. See APOD: April 9 2003.

Just after 2:00 a.m. as I was thinking of packing up Bruce 
McCurdy showed up to view some meteors -- it was a day after 
the peak of the Orionid meteor shower. I stuck around for a couple 
of hours and we were provided with a great display of meteors as 

related by Bruce on the Meteorobs newsgroup: 
"I observed for 2 hours this morning [Oct. 23] from 10:00-

12:04UT.  "Still  awesome  rates:  104  Orionids  and  35  other 
meteors in 2 hours. Limiting magnitude 7.1 first hour and 6.8 the  
second as some very thin  cirrus  approached.  Best  meteor  this  
morning was a -5 ORI with an orange trail and violet terminal  
burst.  Larry  and  I  experienced  similar  bursts  of  activity  on 
Sunday morning."

LW: A nice display well worth the late hour.
My next venture out to Blackfoot was on Monday evening 

Oct 23/24 when I had the place all to myself except for the wildlife 
– more about that Later. The night was a mixed event of cloud 
with big sucker holes until 11:00, then clear until I packed up at 
3:45. I tried to find a faint PN but without a precise location it 
remains hidden to me. I did some field drawings of comet Faye, 
the OC NGC 1444, the bright PN J320 (PK 190-17.1), and the OC 
NGC 2141-- all nice objects under slightly hazy skies.

Wildlife –yeah! During one of the cloud events I was sitting 
on the tailgate of my truck having a bite to eat when I heard an 
animal over  by the slough to  the north so I  stood up and this 
animal gave a brief high pitched woof. When I move a little to see 
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what it there was a short mighty reverberating bugle and a mad 
dash of the bull elk heading for parts  unknown. Now that  was 
exciting – I have heard plenty of elk bugle but not from 75 meters 
away. It sounded like a high pitched tuba in a conch shell -- the 
most amazing sound I have ever heard. The joys of quiet times that 
usually only happen when alone. 

Some of the things you can see this month. All times are 
MST

The  Leonid  meteor  shower  peaks  on  the  night  of 
November 17/18. You will have to be patient because the radiant 
does not rise until  11:00 p.m. so no Leonids will  appear much 
before that time. There is a New Moon near this date so if you are 
away from the city lights you can expect to see up to 10 to 15 
meteors per hour. Because the part of the sky in which the radiant 
is located is exposed to the forward motion of the Earth in its orbit 
around the Sun any meteors from this shower will be traveling 
very quickly at 71 km/sec.

There  are  reportedly secondary maximums of  this  shower 
shortly after midnight on the two following mornings.

On the  morning  of  Nov 25  Mercury  is  at  its  greatest 
western elongation  and it  is  one  day away from being at  its 
greatest northern heliocentric latitude. Also the ecliptic rises quite 
steeply from the horizon so it will quite easy to spot Mercury in 
the SE morning sky for a few days on each side of the maximum 
date.

On Nov 28 at 19:04 the Moon will occult the 4.2 mag star phi 
Aquarii – reappearance is at 20:07.

At 22:19 (D) & 23:16 (R) the same will happen with another 
mag 5.6 star. 

Dec 3 at 1:40 the Moon will occult the mag 7.3 asteroid Iris. 
The asteroid is about 200 km in diameter and relatively close to us 
so it should disappear gradually – unlike a star which disappears 
almost instantly.

On the evening of Dec 3 at 18:39 the Moon will  occult 
many stars in the Pleiades Star Cluster. Four bright stars and 
almost a dozen stars down to mag 8 will be occulted, but with a 
near Full Moon some of the fainter stars will be difficult to follow 
when close to the lunar limb.

At 19:00 there will be a near graze of a mag 8 star from a 
line 27 km ESE of the city.

At 19:48 there will be a graze of a mag 6.1 star from a line 
65 kms WNW of the city.

On Dec 5 at 19:11:04 the Moon will occult the mag 4.5 
star 136 Tauri. Reappearance is at 20:01:44.

For more on Lunar occultations see pg 156,157, and 158 in 
the Observers Handbook.

On Dec 9 and 11 Jupiter, Mars, and Mercury will form a 
close triangle low in the SE morning sky. On Dec 10 Jupiter and 
Mercury will be separated by only a few arc-seconds.

On the morning of Dec 10 the Moon, Saturn, and Regulus 
(alpha Leonis) will be a nice sight in the SW sky as they are within 
a 5° FOV.

Remember the Geminid meteor shower peak is just two days 
after our December meeting.

The Planets by Murray D. Paulson

 Winter is upon us again, and stormy November will make 
observing dear. This month starts off with Mercury in decent from 
the evening sky on its way into the morning sky. On November 
8th it passed in most spectacular inferior conjunction with the sun. 
Mercury’s 9.95” disk spends 4 hours and 58 minutes sliding across 
the sun’s disk. The next transit of Mercury is in 2016. Hope you 
got it.  Over the rest  of  the month Mercury swings up into the 
morning sky. On Nov 25 Mercury will arrive at Greatest Western 
Elongation, not even 3 weeks after the transit! At this time it will 
show a diameter of 7" and will shine at Magnitude -0.5. It sits just 
under 20 degrees from the sun and rises at 6:15 am, 2 hours before 
the sun. This  apparition should be a  good one and if  you can 
follow it  into December,  you will  get to see Mercury overtake 
Mars and Jupiter. The three planets will be closer than 3 degrees 
apart from Friday the 8th to Tuesday the 12th. On December 10th, 
the  grouping  will  be  especially  tight  with  the  three  planets 
occupying less than 1 degree of space. The grouping rises at 7:20 
am with Mercury only 10 minutes of arc above Jupiter. Mars sits 1 
degree to the right of Jupiter and Mercury. Mars is the dim red 
speck  at  magnitude  1.5  with  Mercury  at  magnitude  –0.6  and 
Jupiter shining at Magnitude -1.7. Binoculars will make the hunt 
easier, and ensure that you get all three in this close conjunction. It 
will make a nice photo op, so mark it on your calendar.

Venus passed the sun in superior  conjunction back  in  late 
October,  and it  will  sneak back  into the  evening sky over  the 
month of  November.  Venus shines at  magnitude –3.9 and will 
show you a 9.9” almost full disk in the eyepiece. It is on the far 
side of the sun, so the motion with respect to the sun is slow at 
best. Venus moves about a quarter of a degree a day away from the 
sun, so by the end of November it will sit a mere 8 ½ degrees from 
the sun. When can you first see it in the twilight glare? The angle 
of the evening ecliptic is poor, sliding down into Sagittarius, so it 

is  a  challenging hunt.  You will  need a  really  good south west 
horizon.

Mars sticks close to the sun for the month of November. Its 
daily motion is somewhat greater than that of Venus, but over the 
month, it only moves 10 degrees from the sun. Its grouping with 
Jupiter and Mercury is the first real good chance to find it located 
in the brightening morning sky. You should be able to  set  the 
group in a medium to high power eyepiece field depending on the 
date. Jupiter is 31” in diameter with Mercury coming in second at 
5.2” and Mars is 3.8”. 

Jupiter attends his date with old sol on November 21 so is 
hidden in the suns glare for the month. The conjunction in early 
December is probably the first good excuse to hunt the king of 
planets down. At that time you should take up the scope and have 
a look at the moons of Jupiter and contemplate the circles within 
circles as Mercury sits just above this miniature solar system. 

Saturn sits in the sickle of Leo and rises just after 11:30 pm at 
the beginning of  the month.  It  shines at  magnitude 0.5.  In  the 
eyepiece  you  will  see  the  18”  disk  adorned  with  an  array  of 
moons, but take a moment to note how much the ring plane has 
declined since last year. Only a few years back we had that great 
ring plane tilted up at more than 26 degrees, and now it is only 
tilted up at 12 degrees! We are just over two years away from the 
ring plane crossing, so watch the progression of the tilt of the rings 
over the apparition. It will increase in tilt as the earth approaches 
Saturn until a maximum of 15.4 degrees in April then decline over 
the summer months.

On  November  12,  the  Moon  and  Saturn  rise  in  close 
proximity at 11:30 pm. They were only 41’ apart 5 hours earlier, 
but they were far below the horizon and when they finally do rise, 
they are just under 3 degrees apart. In one lunar months time the 
moon and Saturn do this again, and we get to see it! On December 
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10th at 05:26 am the Moon and Saturn are only 35' apart. If this is 
too early in the morning for you, they will still be fairly close in 
the more reasonable morning hours. Have a look as you get set up 

to  see the  close  conjunction of  Jupiter  Mercury and Mars  that 
Sunday morning. Best of luck, and clear skies.

Personal Firsts by Michael Ward

I am lucky to be able, once or twice a year, to stay at some 
property my family has  owned for  over  fifty years,  at  Wakaw 
Lake, Saskatchewan. Wakaw is the hometown of Solicitor General 
Harvey Cenaiko, where his father is still a doctor. I recall having 
supper with them, c.  1972; my parents knew everyone in town 
then. Wakaw is also where John Diefenbaker set up his very first 
law office. It is a peaceful and relaxing place, although weekends 
bring a lot of people in, mostly cottage owners from Saskatoon 
and Prince Albert. If the weather is good, the boat traffic can be as 
noisy as rush hour in a big city. But boats go in at night and silence 
falls. If there is no wind, the silence is total. You would think you 
were in a concrete sub-basement. No, you are above ground, and 
all the windows are open. And it’s dark.

With a population of 1000 and at a distance of about 6 km, the 
town’s light is but a faint glow to the west across the water.  On 
the north shore, cottage lights twinkle about a kilometer  away, 
beautifully mirrored on the water. Standing on the dock is darker 
than by the road, but the southern half of the sky is obscured by 
trees. The darkness is not as total as the silence, but it’s far darker 
than a city. There are widely-spaced light poles on the road that 
winds along shore behind the cottages. This year the two nearest 
our place, one on either side, were both burnt out. How sad.

I was determined this summer to see several objects which 
have always eluded me. The cottage has several resident pairs of 
binoculars, left there by various relatives when they bought better 
ones. All I needed was binoculars. Good thing, since the car was 
too  stuffed  to  fit  a  telescope,  not  even  the  90mm  S-C  I  am 
babysitting for a friend overseas. Fortunately, there was room for 
my  laptop.  Without  it,  and  certain  software,  I  couldn’t  have 
positively identified my targets.  First  on the list  of targets was 
Neptune, which was coming up to opposition. Surprised? It’s true: 
thirty years of intermittent stargazing and I have never seen it, at 

least, not for certain. Same story with Uranus, and M81, and M51.
The  night  we  arrived  was  clear,  but  I  hadn’t  done  my 

homework well enough. Which one of those dots was Neptune? I 
could not positively identify it, and after a seven-hour drive, didn’t 
feel like unpacking the laptop and doing further research. The next 
day was clear, but clouded over in the evening. That established a 
pattern  for  the  next  seven  days:  clear  during  the  day,  turning 
cloudy every night.  Talk about  frustration.  But perhaps just  as 
well: a nearly full moon was passing through that part of the sky at 
the time (7 to 11 August). I was, however, able to prepare better, 
so I would know exactly what to look for. By the time I was able 
to see anything, I was really well prepared. I had six days, after all. 
And the moon was over in Pisces.

Uranus was (and still is) in Aquarius, a difficult constellation 
to find because its stars are all rather faint. I've been a city dweller 
most of my life, and Aquarius is  one constellation that I  never 
learned to identify. You just can't see it easily in a city. Out in the 
country it's a different story. With the help of planetarium software 
and sketches, I made up an asterism, a pattern of stars to look for. 
Within that pattern I knew which dot was Uranus. It lay just below 
the  Ecliptic,  between  phi  (mag.  4.2)  and  lambda  (mag.  3.3) 
Aquarii, just a little closer to lambda. At magnitude 5.8, it should 
be easy to spot in binoculars. The planetarium software has a tool 
that places a field of view on the sky map, which you can move 
around and resize, so I knew just about exactly what should fit in 
my binocular field.  It  was useful: knowing about how far apart 
objects should appear to be within that field really helped.

I  did  the  same thing for  Neptune.  At  the  time,  the  planet 
formed a neat triangle with iota and theta Capricorni, and lay, like 
Uranus, just below the Ecliptic. Its 7.8 magnitude made it a bit of a 
tougher target, but I was not discouraged.

It worked. I saw them both. The night before we had to leave, 
the  sky finally  stayed clear  after  sunset.  I  decided to  look for 
Neptune first. My reference stars, from which I started the search, 
were easily spotted: alpha (Altair) and theta Aquilae. I drew a line 
through them, starting from Altair; following that line south-east 
(down and  left),  Al  Giedi  (alpha[2]  Capricorni)  just  skirts  the 
western edge of the field of view. With that and beta[1] Capricorni 
(Dabih) in view, it was easy to hop to the east and find theta and 
iota Capricorni, and thus Neptune, forming the third point of the 
triangle. I even spotted the three stars above and left of the elusive 

comet Kobayashi (see below). There was no question this time. 
That dot is Neptune, I thought, with satisfaction.

Next Uranus.  Not so hard at  all:  sweeping nearly due east 
from Deneb Algiedi (delta Capricorni), lambda and phi Aquarii 
soon came into view. Hard to mistake them, with the relatively 
close group of three in the same field: psi[1], psi[2], and psi[3] 
Aquarii.  So,  that  means,  that  dot  is  Uranus.  Mission 
accomplished.

I used a similar method to find three other targets that have 
always  escaped  me,  for  some  reason:  M81,  M101,  and  M51. 
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Looking at a star chart, M81 lies in almost  a direct line drawn 
diagonally across the bowl of the dipper, from Phecda (upsilon 
Ursae Majoris) to Dubhe (alpha Ursae Majoris), and its distance 
from  Dubhe  is  slightly  more  than  what  separates  Phecda  and 
Dubhe. M51 forms a right-angle triangle with Mizar (zeta Ursae 
Majoris)  and  Alkaid  (eta  Ursae  Majoris).  M101  forms  an 
equilateral triangle on the opposite side of Mizar and Alkaid.  I 
found them all.  I  took  advantage of  the  weather  and my rural 

position to look at a few other favourites: M31, M13, M8, M22
I noticed the planetarium software also had a comet labelled, 

Kobayashi (1997 B1). It formed the top of an equilateral triangle 
with the two stars Deneb Algiedi and Nashira. I looked for it in 
vain,  and  never  saw a  trace.  I  learned  why  after  returning  to 
Edmonton,  and  was  able  to  find  some  more  information:  its 
magnitude  was  listed  as  18.  That  would  require  mighty  big 
binoculars.

Graphics by the author: charts made with KStars (http://edu.kde.org/kstars/) and edited with IrfanView (http://www.irfanview.com).

Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve Due to space restrictions, we have not been able to print this map until now – editor.
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